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Section I. Issues. 

 

The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community 

in this quarter: 

 

A. Lewis and Clark and Covid-19: Daily updates on Lewis and Clark’s response to 

Covid-19. 

 

B. Flu Vaccination: The increased importance on vaccinating children for the flu 

during Covid-19. 

 

C. Halloween and Covid-19: Tips on having a fun, but safe Halloween during a 

pandemic. 

 

D. Media Literacy: Understanding, interpreting and trusting coverage of election 

results. 

 

E. New Illinois Laws for 2021: Presentation and explanation of new Illinois laws 

staring in 2021. 

 

 

Section II. Responsive Programs 

 

The station has broadcast programming dealing with each of these issues. Programming 

details are listed below. 

 

A. Lewis and Clark and COVID-19 

Length: 30 second updates; aired every other hour. 

Dates/Times: Daily 10/1 – 12/31 
 

PSA announcements aired every other hour informing listeners and Lewis and 

Clark students how Lewis and Clark is managing COVID-19. Protocols for 

attending on campus classes and reporting COVID-19 positive/close contact 

cases. 

 

 

 

  



B. Flu Vaccination 

Length: Five Minutes (rebroadcast) 

Dates/Times: 10/5; 10/19; 11/2; 11/9 @ 10:20am; 10/9; 10/23; 11/6; 11/13 @ 

2:20pm 

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American 

Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) have always strongly recommend parents get 

their children vaccinated against influenza. Both organizations are stressing 

the added importance of doing so this year because of COVID-19. Dr. Samina 

Yousuf, an OSF HealthCare pediatrician stated it would be possible for kids to 

be infected with both viruses, making them children muck sicker. Dr. Yousuf 

went on to say, “if a child does get sick, knowing he or she has been 

immunized for the flu could help determine a treatment plan, while lessening 

the burden on the health care system.” 

 

C. Halloween and Covid-19  

Length: Five Minute Student Produced Feature  

Dates/Times: Feature aired once per day at various times October 15-31 

 

Halloween parades and parties are cancelled in most area municipalities. 

Trick-or-treating has also been canceled in the area to limit the spread of 

Covid-19. This student produced feature provided ideas on what parents could 

to make Halloween enjoyable for their children. Ideas included hosting a 

Zoom Halloween party, an on-line costume contest and virtual parades. 

Information on Alton’s Trunk or Treat on October 30th was also presented.  

 

 

 

D. Media Literacy: Election Results  

Length: 15 Minutes 

Dates/Times: 11/16 @ 10:20am; 11/20 @ 2:20pm 

  

Mike Lemons, Associate Professor of Mass Communications discussed what 

it means to be “media literate.” Mr. Lemons explained in order to determine 

the validity of a media coverage of election results, one must first examine 

potential motivations in how and why the story was presented. Although it is 

better to get your news from historically trusted news sources, true facts can 

be framed in such a manor to promote a liberal or conservative agenda. In 

order to attract and hold an audience with so many media choices, media 

presents information their audience wants to hear and how they want to hear 

it. This creates what is known as “echo chambers.” Mr. Lemons provided tips 

on how to separate the facts of a story from how the story is presented. For 

election results coverage, always check the sources in which the facts being 

presented are attributed. State and local election officials are the best sources 

of information, not polling data. 

 



E. New Illinois Laws for 2021 

Length: Five Minutes 

Dates/Times: 12/7 @ 7:05am & 4:05pm; 12/11 @ 8:05am & 5:05pm 

  

This was a student produced news feature highlighting some of the new laws 

that will take effect on January 1, 2021. The minimum wage in Illinois will 

increase from $10 to $11 an hour, the third increase so far in a staggered plan 

that will ultimately end with the minimum wage reaching $15 per hour in 

2025. Senate Bill 667 caps out-of-pocket insulin costs at $100 per month for 

all patients using a state-regulated insurance plan. Other new laws include 

allowing law enforcement to use DNA in missing persons cases and allowing 

survivors of sexual abuse to keep their home addresses confidential.  

 

 


